Our project would provide a helping hand in elevating this underprivileged community to the mainstream through quality education. ₹40 Lacks being the estimated expenditure needed for this well researched project, is persisting as a hurdle in our way ahead. Its time that your contribution can help them smile and to build a better tomorrow.

vaibhav

“an attempt to transforming the tribes”

A tribal development project of

Sevakiran
BRIDGE THE GAP FOR THESE KIDS.. HELP THEM TO COLOUR THEIR DREAMS...

Sevakiran is a voluntary organization which focus on the empowerment of underprivileged people. “Vaibhav” is one among our proven projects which completely aims on the educational empowerment and holistic development of tribal people of Ernakulam and Idukki districts. The tribal habitats are pathetically backward in social as well as economical arenas. One of the major reasons behind this is their economical backwardness and lack of proper interface with modern mechanisms of development. To skip it all, the kids of this generation are gradually receding from the mainstream education in an alarming rate. This is a serious concern.

Our studies reveals that most of the tribal students who are pursuing education are hostellers, as the education institutions are away from their settlements. The tendency to drop out from the school is very high as there is no mechanism to facilitate and urge the tribal students to continue their education. Most importantly, the parents and the elder members of the families have not received any sort of education because of lack of resources and supports. Similar to them they are compelled to drop their education half-way and set out in search of other jobs. For the holistic development of the tribal society, the first and foremost thing that we need to do is to assure the provision of quality education by controlling dropouts.

OUR FOCUS
- Making the tribal people self-sufficient by providing quality education.
- Help the tribal students to utilize the presently available schemes to pursue higher education.
- Studying about the barriers that stop the tribes from continuing education and take effective measures to overcome those barriers.
- To control the causes of massive dropouts among the tribal students.
- Providing vocational and job oriented trainings for tribal students.
- Making the tribes equipped with needed skills for taping employment opportunities.

WHAT WE DO& HOW
“VAIBHAV”

Our project “VAIBHAV” aims solely at the empowerment of tribal students by providing them quality education. Initially our project area is Kuttampuzha Gramapanchayath. There are a number of govt. schemes and programmes developed for the upliftment of tribal people. But the tribes are still remaining marginalized, suppressed and ignorant of their provisions. One of the major reasons behind this is the lack of proper education. SEVAKIRAN plans to bridge this gap by helping the needy in fields necessary. From our recent survey conducted at tribal settlements; the identified causes for a rapid increase in the number of dropouts among the tribal students are:
- Influence of discontinued students.
- Uninterested students.
- Lack of subsistence.
- Ignorance of the parents and the ensuing lack of interest.
- Lack of awareness about the importance of education.
- Alcoholism of parents.
- Lack of conveyances
- Non-conducive atmosphere at home.
- Lack of career guidance.
- Child labor.